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African-American Sailors
in Training for World War II
1. [African-American Photographica]: [PANORAMIC
PHOTOGRAPH OF AN AFRICAN-AMERICAN
NAVY COMPANY TRAINING FOR WORLD WAR
II]. Great Lakes, Il.: [U.S. Navy], 1943. Panoramic
photograph, 19¼ x 7¼ inches. Black and white photograph mounted on slightly larger beige cardstock. Small
vertical cracks to image, caption faded, some wear and
rubbing to mount. Very good.
A sharp photograph of one of the first companies of
African-American sailors training for General Service
during World War II. The photo caption printed in
negative reads: “Co. 1781 – H.A. Duwe, C. Sp. Co Comdr – W.A. Westmore S 2/C
Sub Comdr U.S. Naval Training Station – Great Lakes, Ill. – Jan 30, 1943.” The
image shows 140 trainees in uniform, standing in six rows, with their Caucasian
commanding officer standing in the middle of the second row. In 1942, the Navy
expanded service opportunities for African Americans beyond mess service, and
Camp Robert Smalls was created within Naval Station Great Lakes to host the
first full, albeit segregated, training programs. The Navy began desegregating

training in 1944, with the first thirteen African Americans becoming commissioned and warrant officers that same year (the “Golden Thirteen”). By 1945,
all training was fully integrated.
African-American World War II Army panoramas are scarce in the market, but
photographs showing African-American Navy units are decidedly rare.
$600.

“Converting” Slaves to Christianity
2. [African Americana]: AN AUTHENTIC ACCOUNT OF THE CONVERSION AND EXPERIENCE OF A NEGRO [caption title]. London:
Printed by T. Wilkins, [n.d., but ca. 1790]. 4pp.
printed on folded sheet. Very good.

city’s ancient history, geography, architecture, and culture. The Brooklyn was
active in several key naval battles of the Civil War including the capture of both
Vicksburg and Mobile Bay. The contact print is the image of a sloop, probably
the Brooklyn, with the inscription on the back, “Flagship Brookling [sic] for my
Frank,” referring to the period (1874-86) when the Brooklyn served as the Flagship of the south Atlantic fleet.
$750.

One of several editions of this short account of
the Christian conversion of an African-American
in late 18th-century New York. The anonymous
author says he encountered the man when visiting a
plantation. Falling into conversation with him, he
discovered the man was enamored of the Bible and
a practicing Christian, but more out of fear than
of joy: his master, a Quaker, had taught his slaves
to read but not encouraged them in religion. The
narrator asks the man questions about doctrinal
issues such as “the merit of works, the justification
of a sinner, the power of grace, and the like,” and
is delighted with the “heavenly wisdom that God
had put into the mind of this sweet Negro.” The
pamphlet ends with an exhortation to the reader,
who has been more privileged that the black man,
to do likewise: “Reader, this Negro was a Christian; a Bible Christian. He had not
indeed the outward form of godliness, but he had the power – How is it with you?”
ESTC locates five total editions, two of them American, two London, and one
in Edinburgh. All are scarce; this edition with fewer than ten locations. $650.

American Naval Cruise in the Mediterranean
3. [American Naval Log Book]: CRUISE OF BROOKLYN 1870 TO 1873
LOG [manuscript title]. [Primarily at sea, especially in the Mediterranean]. 18701873. [68]pp., plus a 1½ x 3-inch contact-print and a few notes. Approximately
9500 words. Red pebbled cloth with decorative red paper boards. Boards rubbed,
tears in paper. Binding loose, text block separating from boards. Text clean. Four
leaves cut from back of text block. Else good.
A manuscript log and journal of the U.S.S. Brooklyn during her cruise to European waters, kept by an unknown author, but probably a regular seaman from the
spelling and language. The Brooklyn traveled primarily in the Mediterranean,
stopping frequently in Naples, Lisbon, Palermo, Toulon, and Gibraltar. The log is
comprised of three parts: the first records the arrival and departure of the Brooklyn
from ports; the second is a journal of recent events and noteworthy occurrences on
board and in ports; the third part offers twenty-six brief but interesting descriptions of ports in which the Brooklyn anchored. This last section is the longest,
and notable for the knowledge the writer shares; he often includes notes on the

Susan B. Anthony Encourages a Male Correspondent
to Support the Vote for Women
4. [Anthony, Susan B.]: [AUTOGRAPH NOTE, SIGNED, BY SUSAN B.
ANTHONY, WRITING ABOUT THE “CROWNING RIGHT OF CITIZENSHIP – THE RIGHT TO VOTE”]. Rochester, N.Y. July 22, 1900. [1]
p. Likely clipped from a larger sheet of paper for display in an album, pasted
to card stock along top and bottom horizontal edges, minor toning. Very good.
A brief but punchy autograph note, signed by the legendary women’s suffrage
leader and social reformer. Susan B. Anthony first came to prominence in the
early 1850s as she grew increasingly more involved with the women’s suffrage
movement. Her defining act in her adopted hometown of Rochester came in
1872 when she was arrested after registering for and then casting a vote in the
presidential election. The resulting trial saw Anthony convicted of illegally voting, and she was ordered to pay a $100 fine for her “crime.” She never paid the
fine, nor was she penalized further for refusing to do so.
Six years later, Anthony and her close friend and fellow activist Elizabeth Cady
Stanton convinced a California Senator, Aaron Sargent, to introduce a constitutional

amendment granting women the right to vote. The amendment, which came to
be known as the Susan B. Anthony Amendment would not be ratified until 1920
as the Nineteenth Amendment to the United States Constitution.

(BAV) 236. BELL A272. JCB (3)I:129. OCLC 18730682, 54283456. JCB GERMAN AMERICANA 541/1.
$3500.

Here, at eighty years of age, Anthony responds to an unknown male recipient:
“Yes indeed – my Dear Sir – you shall have my pen-tracks – and also my hope
that you both believe in & work for the protection of women in the crowning
right of citizenship – the right to vote. Very sincerely yours Susan B. Anthony
Rochester, N.Y. July 22, 1900.” Sadly, Anthony would not live to exercise her
franchise right. She passed away in 1906 after battling heart failure and pneumonia – and a lifetime of injustice.
$2750.

A Rare Edition
5. [Apianus, Petrus]: COSMOGRAPHIAE INTRODUCTIO CUM QUIBUSDAM GEOMETRIAE AC ASTRONOMIAE PRINCIPIIS AD EAM
REM NECESSARIIS. Venice: Jo. Antonium de Nicolinus de Sabio, 1541. 24
leaves. Woodcut vignette of an astrolabe encompassing the globe on the titlepage; Melchior’s device of a cat holding a mouse on verso of final leaf. Several
woodcuts throughout text. Small octavo. Later vellum. Covers bowed. Light old
stain at fore-edge of first four leaves. Very good. In a half morocco and cloth box.
An abridgement of Apianus’ 1524 Cosmographicus Liber, first published in this version in
1533. The Cosmographicus Liber remains a
foundation work of cosmography, being notable
for “the division of the earth into climatic
zones, the uses of parallels and meridians, the
determination of latitude, several methods for
determining longitude including that of lunar
distance, the use of trigonometry to determine
distances, several types of map projections,
and many other topics” (Karrow). Apianus
owes much of his early work to the eminent
Martin Waldseemuller, often making only
minor changes to his maps and then publishing them as his own. With the publication of
the present work, Apianus separates himself
from his past near-plagiarism and becomes
a cartographic force in his own right. This
edition omits the chapters on America and is
therefore not included in European Americana,
though it is recorded by Harrisse and Sabin.
There is, however, a mention of America on
leaf C6. OCLC locates only six copies. Rare.
KARROW, p.53. SABIN 1746. HARRISSE

A Missionary’s Own Copy
6. Baraga, Frederic: A DICTIONARY OF THE OTCHIPWE LANGUAGE,
EXPLAINED IN ENGLISH...FOR THE USE OF MISSIONARIES.... Cincinnati: Printed for Jos. A. Hemann, 1853. vii,[1],662pp. Contemporary threequarter roan and marbled boards, gilt-stamped spine. Rubbed, crude tape repair
at head and foot of spine. Contemporary ownership signature of a missionary on
front pastedown. Overall, still about very good.
This copy bears the ownership signature of Fr. Weikamp, a missionary who was
stationed in the Traverse City (Arbre Croche) area of Michigan. He served as a
priest under bishop Baraga. This is Baraga’s important dictionary of the Chippewa language, with an English-to-Chippewa section.
PILLING, ALGONQUIAN, p.27. SABIN 3247.
$3500.

Pioneering American Medical Work
7. Beaumont, William: EXPERIMENTS AND OBSERVATIONS ON THE
GASTRIC JUICE, AND THE PHYSIOLOGY OF DIGESTION. Plattsburgh:
Printed by F.P. Allen, 1833. 280pp. including in-text illustrations. Original half
brown muslin and drab boards, printed paper label. Moderate edge wear, some
soiling to boards, minor chipping to spine label and ends, small nick to front joint.
Moderate occasional foxing; leaf C torn in outer margin (likely a paper flaw), not
affecting text. A very good, unsophisticated copy. In a three-quarter morocco and
cloth clamshell case, spine gilt.
The first edition of one of the landmarks
of American medical literature, and a milestone which led prominently to the experiments of Pavlov almost a century later.
This crudely printed and illustrated book,
printed at the author’s expense in an edition
of 1000 copies (500 sets of sheets were
later issued with a new titlepage), has been
characterized as “the greatest contribution
ever made to the knowledge of gastric
digestion” (DAB). Through Beaumont’s
experiments and observations of gastric
fistula sustained by Alexis St. Martin, he
was able to establish many facts with regard to gastric physiology and chemistry,
the majority of which are still regarded as
sound. Dr. Thomas H. Johnson, in his
introduction to the Grolier American One
Hundred, describes Beaumont’s study as “a
book that pushed back the frontier of the
mind”; and Sir William Osler stated: “To
the Medical Bibliographer there are few
more treasured Americana....”
This copy bears the ownership signature of
J.M. Wieting on the front free endpaper,
likely Dr. John M. Wieting (1817-88), a
prominent physician and medical lecturer.
GROLIER AMERICAN 100, 38. DIBNER, HERALDS OF SCIENCE 130.
HORBLIT 10. STREETER SALE 4155.
OSLER 1972. GARRISON-MORTON
989. HOWES B291, “b.” GREENLY, MICHIGAN 67.
$2000.

The “Admiralty” Edition,
with an Autograph Note from Beechey Tipped In
8. [Beechey, Frederick W.]: NARRATIVE OF A VOYAGE TO THE PACIFIC AND BEERING’S STRAIT, TO CO-OPERATE WITH THE POLAR EXPEDITIONS...IN THE YEARS 1825, 26, 27, 28.... London: Henry
Colburn and Richard Bentley..., 1831. Two volumes bound in one. xxi,[3],392pp.
plus fourteen plates and three maps (two folding); vii,[1],[393]-742pp. plus nine
plates. No errata slip in second volume. Half titles. Quarto. 19th-century polished
calf boards with gilt tooled border, handsomely rebacked, spine elaborately gilt,
gilt morocco label. Minor shelf wear, corners bumped. Armorial bookplate of
Sir William Curtis, 2nd or 3rd Baronet of Cullands Grove on front pastedown.
Foxing and toning to plates, occasional foxing to text. Very good.
A handsome copy of the coveted “Admiralty” edition of Beechey’s Narrative, printed
on large paper. This copy has an autograph note signed by Beechey tipped in,
asking his publisher to send a copy of the book to the explorer, Alexander Simpson.
Beechey’s expedition went to Bering Strait and beyond to meet and assist the
Franklin and Parry parties, whom Beechey expected to arrive from the East. The

expedition was based at Kotzebue Sound. Franklin’s team arrived within fifty
leagues of Beechey’s encampment, but was forced by weather to return. This
work is “one of the most valuable of modern voyages” (Hill), and incorporates
accounts of visits to Pitcairn Island, Tahiti, Alaska, Hawaii, Macao, Okinawa, and
the coast of California. On Pitcairn Island, Beechey met John Adams, the last
survivor of the Bounty mutiny. Beechey gives an important account of Monterey
and San Francisco before the American conquest, with much on the missionaries
in California. Considerable botanical information gathered during the voyage
was separately published by W.J. Hooker. The narrative of the trip provides a
background to where and when the plants were collected. The maps are a chart
of the Pacific showing the route of Beechey’s ship, and a map of the northwest
coast of Alaska. Contains a “Vocabulary of Words of the Western Esquimaux.”
The collation given in Streeter calls for only seven plates in the second part, due
to his counting the three fossil plates as one, but there are actually three fossil
plates (see the note in Lada-Mocarski).
This copy is of particular interest for a neat single-page autograph note, signed
by Beechey, tipped-in on the front flyleaf. In this note to his publisher, Richard
Bentley, Beechey asks Bentley to send along a copy of this very title to fellow
author and explorer, Alexander Simpson. Beechey writes: “My Dear Sir, I enclose
a note for Mr. Alexr. Simpson for whom you have lately published a small book
and beg you to be so good as to send it to him with a copy of my Polar Voyages
which I beg to present to him....”
The small book by Simpson recently published by Bentley was The Life and Travels
of Thomas Simpson, the Arctic Discoverer (London: Bentley, 1845), a well-received
biographical treatment of the author’s brother, who led expeditions for the Hudson’s Bay Company. Alexander Simpson was a fur trader who also worked for the
Hudson’s Bay Company and he eventually served as British consul stationed at
the Sandwich Islands. His account of his time in Hawaii, The Sandwich Islands:
Progress of Events since Their Discovery by Captain Cook..., is now a foundational
work on early Western interaction with the Hawaiian islands.
A handsome copy of Beechey’s important exploration narrative, with a warm letter
regarding another notable author and explorer.
HILL 93. SMITH 704. PILLING, PROOF-SHEETS 328. LADA-MOCARSKI
95. WICKERSHAM 6541. ZAMORANO 80, 4. STREETER SALE 3517. TPL
1476. TAXONOMIC LITERATURE I, p.164. SABIN 4347. COWAN, p.42.
ROCQ 5621. HOWES B309, “b.” FORBES 772. REESE, BEST OF THE WEST
57.
$6750.

With Attractive Maps of San Francisco and San Diego
9. [California]: [Samuels, Frederick K.]: PORTS OF SAN FRANCISCO SAN
DIEGO PUGET SOUND PORTLAND AND HONOLULU. COMPLIMENTS
OF J.D. SPRECKELS & BROS. [cover title]. [San Francisco]: Printed by Wm.
C. Brown, 1889. [6],54,[11]pp. including one chromolithographic advertisement,
plus three colored folding maps and four photographic plates of ships. Original

brown cloth, gilt title on front board within gilt border. Minor wear and soiling,
corners lightly bumped and worn, front hinge a bit weak. Small ink stamp on
blank facing first text leaf. Clean, closed five-inch tear to map of San Diego Bay.
The second edition, greatly enlarged and improved over an edition published in
1886. This scarce guide to West Coast ports was produced by J.D. Spreckels &
Bros., a major firm of commercial merchants and shippers on the Pacific Coast.
Judging from the elaborate binding and production, it was likely issued in a small
edition for presentation to current and potential clients. The text gives much
useful information on the ports of San Francisco, San Diego, Portland, Puget
Sound, Vancouver Island, and Honolulu, including customs house rules, rates for
towing, dockage, pilotage, and stevedores, as well as the qualities of the ports and
cities, and other services provided.
There are three attractive, folding colored maps which illustrate San Francisco
Harbor, the piers of the city of San Francisco, and San Diego Bay, respectively.

The photographic plates show ships operated by Spreckels’ firms. One of the ads
at the rear is an attractive chromolithographic notice for the Oceanic Steamship
Company founded by John D. Spreckels, which made runs from San Francisco
to Hawaii, New Zealand, and Australia.
The present copy has a small ink stamp on a front blank reading, “Barque Ingrid,
Captain Albert Andersen.” The barque Ingrid was a Norwegian cargo ship active
in the late-19th and early-20th century. Little is known of the ship’s captain,
Albert Andersen, unless this is the same Albert Andersen noted as a Norwegian
steamship engineer in early April 1912, when he boarded as a 3rd Class passenger
on the ill-fated Titanic. He died in the famous shipwreck, and was buried in
Nova Scotia after his body was recovered by the Mackay Bennett.
John D. Spreckels was prominent in San Diego affairs, helping to develop Coronado Island as well as the city’s railroad and ports. The Spreckels family were
also well-known philanthropists, but perhaps best-known in California as manufacturers of sugar from beets, and whose factories had the unfortunate side effect
of imparting unpleasant odors upon many a small town.
The Spreckels company issued a similarly titled work in 1886, covering only San
Francisco, with twenty pages of text and a map. Not in Cowan or Forbes.
ROCQ 12268. OCLC 25581519.
$1000.

Pioneering the Theory of an Asiatic Origin for American Indians
10. [Carli, Giovanni Rinaldo]: DELLE LETTERE AMERICANE. Cosmopoli
[i.e. Florence]. 1780. Two volumes. 275,[8]; 318,[10]pp., plus folding engraved
map. Engraved vignette of a American Indian on each titlepage. Contemporary
vellum, gilt spines with lettering blocked in blue. Occasional fox mark on latter
leaves of second volume. A very good set.
A scarce Italian work on the origins of American Indians. In these letters, Count
Carli exhibits his wide reading and knowledge of native American culture to refute
the widely held European idea that America supported retrograde life forms. He
writes about the origin, organization, epochs of nature, etc., of American natives,
seeing America as a great example of liberty and toleration. “Confutes de Pauw’s
Recherches...sur les Americains, and ascribes the origin of the American natives
to the Atlantides” – Howes. “A discussion of the origins of the American Indians,
including a substantial bibliography of the literature of New World exploration”
– Bell. The handsome folding map, which was overlooked by Howes, consists of
three insets: the Bering Strait (showing California and Japan), the Atlantic Ocean
at the Equator (showing the proximity of South America and Africa), and a profile
of the sea floor between South America and Africa. Field records only a French
edition of 1788. The present Florence
edition is the first edition in book form.
HOWES C149. SABIN 10911. BELL C74.
SAMUEL HOUGH, ITALIANS AND
THE CREATION OF AMERICA (JCB
EXHIBITION) 94. FIELD 243 (1788
French ed).
$2000.

First Edition with the Plates
Printed in Color
11. Catlin, George: ILLUSTRATIONS
OF THE MANNERS, CUSTOMS,
& CONDITION OF THE NORTH
AMERICAN INDIANS. WITH LETTERS AND NOTES.... London: Chatto
& Windus, 1876. Two volumes. viii,264;
viii,266pp. plus 180 colored plates containing 360 images, and folding map. Tall
octavo. Original gilt pictorial red cloth,
original backstrips laid down. Slight loss of
original cloth at top of first volume. Covers
are bright and very nice. Internally clean,
with the plates all in excellent condition.
Withal, just about very good.
The first edition of Catlin’s classic work to
contain the plates printed in color. The
Item 10.

coloring is excellent and greatly enhances the striking images. The text, first
published as Letters and Notes on the Manners, Customs, And Condition of the North
American Indians, describes Catlin’s travels in the West from 1830 to 1837. The
handsomest 19th-century edition of Catlin’s book.
HOWES C241, “aa.” PILLING, PROOF-SHEETS 689. WAGNER-CAMP 84
(ref). REESE, BEST OF THE WEST 77 (ref).
$4000.

Epitaph for the Union from the First Printers of the Confederacy
12. [Confederate Imprint]: [South Carolina]: EPITAPH ON THE UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA. HERE LIE THE MUTILATED AND DISJOINTED
REMAINS OF THE NOBLEST FORM OF GOVERNMENT.... Charleston:
Evans & Cogswell, [late 1860 or early 1861]. Printed broadside with black mourning border, 19 x 12 inches. Old folds, some rubbing, minor soiling and staining.
Small portion clipped from the upper left edge, not affecting any text. Short tape
repair to verso. Overall very good.
A remarkable broadside – both satirical and mournful – published by Evans &
Cogswell, the Charleston printers who had printed the South Carolina secession
ordinance in December 1860. The top line of the broadside reads, “Printed for
distribution amongst their friends by Evans & Cogswell, No. 3 Broad and 103
East Bay Ste., Charleston, S. C.” Evans & Cogswell printed the South Carolina
secession ordinance on either December 18 or 19, 1860, and by the next day,
the Charleston Mercury printed the famous newspaper extra that screamed, “The
Union is Dissolved!”
The present broadside was produced in the wake of secession and printed in
either late December or in the early weeks of 1861, though the exact timing of
the printing of the broadside is ultimately unclear. The lack of specific language
that other southern states have seceded, and the fact that the text twice quotes
the election date of Abraham Lincoln as a specific bone of contention supports
the notion that this broadside was produced contemporaneously with South
Carolina’s secession.
Despite the exact date of its publication, the text of the broadside clearly and
boldly supports secession. Here, in a remarkable string of prose highlighted
periodically with rousing statements in bold, Evans & Cogswell eulogize the
former glory of the Union and her heroes, such as Washington, Jackson, John
Quincy Adams, Clay, and Daniel Webster. Lincoln’s election “finally Dissolved
the Bands of the Confederacy, And left the honored remains upon the bank and
shoal of Time, the sport of the whirlwind and the storm.” Secession is couched
as the necessary result of the “Long, Dark Catalogue of Wrongs On the part of
the Northern, or non-slaveholding States, against their gallant, high-spirited, but
unoffending brethren of the South who so largely helped to found the Republic,
and so largely contributed to its renown....” The text accuses the North of trying
“first to abolish, with piratical and fratricidal hand, the domestic Institutions of
the south, and then to Elevate the Negro Race to an Equality with the Free White
Inhabitants of the Country.” The present broadside takes particular aim at a
“Government of Black Men,” being the chief ill of the social ties between two races
“never designed by Providence to live together.” Every argument for secession is
here laid plain, and the call to strike up the “Requiem of the Republic” is issued.
Another edition of this broadside was produced by Harper & Calvo in Charleston
around the same time. Subsequent editions of this broadside were printed in St.
Louis and by Thayer & Co. in Boston. “A copy of a different printing of this

item (St. Louis, 1861) at the Confederate Museum, Richmond, bears a manuscript
note attributing its authorship to J.W. Tucker. It is probable that Tucker was
responsible for the publication of it in St. Louis but was not its author” – Parrish & Willingham.
A striking display piece, one of the earliest of all Confederate imprints, and produced by the first printers of the Confederacy.
PARRISH & WILLINGHAM 5372 (6 copies). HUMMEL 2445. TURNBULL
III:302. SABIN 87822.
$5750.

A Superb New Haven Carriage Catalogue
13. [Cook, G. & D.]: G. & D. COOK & CO.’S ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE OF CARRIAGES AND SPECIAL BUSINESS ADVERTISER. New
York. 1860. 226pp. Illustrated with ninety-nine lithographs of carriages, one tinted
plate advertising Henry Austin (the architect), and numerous black and white engravings. Double frontis. Oblong octavo. Original cloth, stamped in blind. Inner
hinges expertly repaired. A few light spots on the front free endpapers. Near fine.
A handsomely produced catalogue of carriages and a commercial guide to New
Haven and vicinity. Half of the pages are devoted to illustrating the line of carriages offered by G. & D. Cook, one of the leading makers at the time, when
New Haven was the Detroit of the carriage industry. Other pages advertise all

manner of Connecticut manufactures, mainly in New Haven, including billiard
tables, tools, flour mills, harnesses, clothing, guns, etc., as well as a variety of
business establishments in New Haven, New York, and Hartford. “Excellent
tinted lithographic plates of every American carriage of the day” – Romaine. A
wonderful and rare trade catalogue, with ninety-nine fine illustrations of carriages.
ROMAINE, p.80.
$2000.

First Russian Edition of the V oyage

of the

B eagle

14. Darwin, Charles: PUTESHESTVIE VOKRUG SVIETA NA KORABLIE
BIGL’. [translation: VOYAGE AROUND THE WORLD ON THE SHIP
BEAGLE]. St. Petersburg. 1865. viii,540,[1]; [3],viii,466pp., plus frontispiece.
12mo. Half titles. Modern half calf and marbled boards. Light dampstaining at
top edge of a few leaves, light tanning and foxing throughout. Very good.
The very rare first edition in Russian of Darwin’s classic scientific journal and
travel account of his experiences and observations aboard the H.M.S. Beagle. “His
first published book is undoubtedly the most often read and stands second only to
On the Origin of Species as the most often printed. It is an important travel book
in its own right and its relation to the background of his evolutionary ideas has

A nice, early example of a Rochester nursery specimen book with sixty-two pochoir
or chromolithograph plates, produced by the father of the city’s mid- to late-19thcentury cottage industry, D.M. Dewey. He was among the first of the Rochester
nurserymen to produce elaborate plates depicting fruit and flower types for sale
by dealers. Albums were generally made up specially for individual firms, though
the present album does not have the name of any firm stamped on the front cover.
The plates were produced by colored stencil or pochoir work and are particularly
beautiful. As Charles Van Ravenswaay noted, they are “more akin to folk painting
than to the commercial art of their time.” The plates collected here are devoted
to the depiction of various fruits, principally apples, pears, cherries, peaches and
grapes. Chief among the flowers are lovely roses, while the trees are highlighted
by mountain ash, Irish juniper, spruce, pine, and the lovely Kilmarnock Willow.
Albums such as this are quite scarce, especially with as many plates as this example
and in such large format. The Oak Spring Garden Library collection has a Dewey
album of circa 1866, on a similar format but with only thirty-eight plates. Oak
Spring also has another Dewey album of a later date on a smaller format which
is comprised mainly of chromolithographs. The present example is comprised
of about half pochoir plates and half chromolithographs produced by Kellogg of
Hartford and highlighted in gum arabic. As time went on, more and more of
the Rochester plates were chromolithographs. A nice, rare piece of American
color plate printing.
OAK SPRING POMONA 64 (ref).
$3500.

often been stressed” – Freeman. Despite recording over two hundred fifty editions
of Darwin’s Journal, and eighteen in Russian, Freeman misses this initial printing,
translated into Russian by Elizaveta Bekatova and edited by her husband, Andrei
Beketov. OCLC records only one copy, at the University of Toronto.
FREEMAN, pp.31; 52-53 (ref).
$12,500.

Lovely Plates of Fruits, Flowers, and Trees
15. Dewey, Dellon Marcus: [Rochester Nursery Specimen Book]: THE
SPECIMEN BOOK OF FRUITS, FLOWERS AND ORNAMENTAL TREES.
CAREFULLY DRAWN AND COLORED FROM NATURE, FOR THE USE
OF THE NURSERYMAN. Rochester, N.Y.: D.M. Dewey, [ca. 1867]. Sixty-two
pochoir or chromolithograph plates, plus chromolithograph titlepage, and [8]pp.
of advertisements. Quarto. Original half calf and cloth, front cover gilt. Boards
moderately stained, rubbed, and edgeworn. Scattered foxing and minor soiling
to plates. Good.

The Sunny and Seedy Sides of Cincinnati, and of Riverboat Life
16. Drake, Benjamin: TALES AND SKETCHES, FROM THE QUEEN
CITY. Cincinnati: Printed and Published by E. Morgan & Co., 1838. 180pp.
12mo. Floral-patterned publisher’s brown cloth, neatly rebacked retaining original backstrip with printed paper label. Moderately worn, corners bumped. Light
foxing throughout, faint inscription on titlepage. Good plus.
In this scarce early 19th-century Ohio imprint, Drake presents a collection of
vignettes (some of them fictionalized) celebrating the rapidly rising prosperity of
Cincinnati, and the colorful characters one might encounter along the rivers and
canals connecting to the Queen City. Perhaps most notable is one of the first
descriptions of the now-legendary riverboat gamblers, here called “Black-legs”
by Drake, who “entertain an especial abhorrence of the prevailing temperance
fanaticism...[and] are strong advocates of the race-path and the cock-pit.” Other
chapters describe a Kentucky election, life on riverboats, and a visit to the Blue
Licks. Decent copies are quite uncommon in the market, and this is the first
copy handled by this firm.
HOWES D461, “aa.” THOMSON 343. SABIN 20812. AMERICAN IMPRINTS
50135. WRIGHT I:862.
$1500.

Collection of Prayers and Hymns
in Several Pacific Northwest Native Languages
17. Durien, Paul: ENGLISH MANUAL ON PRAYERS AND CATECHISM
IN ENGLISH TYPOGRAPHY [bound with ten additional similar titles]. Kamloops, B.C. 1896-1897. 183,30,[2],33,31,32,[3]-63,153pp. 12mo. Original black
calf, stamped in red on front cover. Minimal shelf wear. Near fine.
A rare collection of eleven variously-paginated manuals with separate titlepages
printed in English and the text printed in the various native languages of British
Columbia. The languages printed here include those belonging to the Chinook,
Stalo, Thompson, Lilloet, Okanagon, Shushwap, Skwamish, Sheshel, and Slayamen
peoples. Also includes over fifty pages of hymns and chants printed in musical
notation.
The compiler, Paul Durien (or Pierre-Paul Durieu), was a Roman Catholic
missionary and first Bishop of New Westminster, British Columbia. He is also
identified on the separate titlepages here as P. Durieu.
A scarce early native-language work for Catholic missionaries in Western Canada
at the end of the 19th century.
$2000.

Handsome Illustrations of Minnesota Indian Life
18. Eastman, Mary H.: CHICORA AND OTHER REGIONS OF THE
CONQUERORS AND THE CONQUERED. Philadelphia. 1854. 126pp. plus
twenty-one plates. Original blue publisher’s cloth, stamped in blind and gilt.
Corners, head and foot of spine bumped and lightly worn. Modern bookplates
on front pastedown. Lightly foxed. About very good.
Mrs. Eastman and her husband, artist Seth Eastman, were stationed at Fort Snelling, Minnesota from 1841 to 1848, and it is those experiences which are drawn
on here. All of the plates were executed by Seth Eastman.
HOWES E18. SABIN 21684. WAGNER-CAMP 238a:1.
$650.

Bloody Kansas
19. [Fish, Reeder McCandless]: THE GRIM CHIEFTAIN OF KANSAS, AND
OTHER FREE-STATE MEN IN THEIR STRUGGLES AGAINST SLAVERY. SOME POLITICAL SEANCES, INCIDENTS, INSIDE POLITICAL
VIEWS AND MOVEMENTS IN THEIR CAREER. By One Who Knows.
Cherryvale, Ks.: Clarion Book & Job Print, 1885. [4],145pp. 16mo. Modern
marbled cloth. Very good. In a half morocco box.
This copy bears the bookplate of William Elsey Connelly and two inscriptions
concerning this book and its history. In one he writes: “Topeka, Aug. 20, 1913.
J.B. Abbott did not write The Grim Chieftain of Kansas. It was written by Reeder
M. Fish, associate editor of ‘The Baldwin Criterion.’ Lillie K. Sherwood was
the daughter of Reeder M. Fish.” A rare account of James Lane’s struggles in
Item 17.

organizing the Free-State party in Kansas. “The
most graphic and complete presentation of an era
altogether the most remarkable in the history of the
most important personage (i.e., James Lane) known
in the early struggles of Kansas” – Preface. “Lane
was, to say the least, a controversial figure; many
of his actions could be criticized. Still, he had his
defenders and Fish was one of them” – Graff. This
is an important narrative of the bitter wars on the
Kansas border preceding the Civil War.
Goodspeed’s bought the Streeter copy for $125
in 1968.
GRAFF 1327. HOWES F149, “b.” STREETER
SALE 2029. EBERSTADT 133:587.
$2000.

Important Narrative of Spanish Florida
20. [Florida]: NARRATIVE OF A VOYAGE TO
THE SPANISH MAIN, IN THE SHIP “TWO
FRIENDS;”...WITH AN APPENDIX, CONTAINING A DETAIL OF THE SEMINOLE

WAR, AND THE EXECUTION OF
ARBUTHNOT AND AMBRISTER.
London. 1819. [12],328pp. plus errata.
Half title. Original boards, expertly
rebacked. Some light scattered foxing. A lovely copy. Untrimmed and
partially unopened.
The author resided in Florida from the
fall of 1817 to the following spring.
His is an important account of the
last years of Spanish rule in Florida,
and includes a narrative of a journey
by land from St. Augustine to St.
Mary’s on the Florida-Georgia border.
“Almost the whole of the volume is
devoted to the Seminole Indians; the
barbarous character of the war of the
Americans with them; and anecdotes
respecting the Seminoles” – Field.

The book is also an important source for the Arbuthnot-Ambrister incident and
M’Gregor’s filibuster.
The Streeter copy sold to Henry Stevens for $225 in 1967.
FIELD 1119. HOWES N12, “b.” STREETER SALE 1201. SABIN 51782. SERVIES 992.
$2500.

French Edition of Franklin’s Works, Translated by His Best French Friend
21. Franklin, Benjamin: OEUVRES DE M. FRANKLIN...TRADUITES DE
L’ANGLOIS SUR LA QUATRIEME ÉDITION...AVEC DES ADDITIONS
NOUVELLES.... Paris. 1773. Two volumes. [4],xxiv,338; [4],xvi,318,[2]pp., plus
twelve plates and frontispiece portrait. Quarto. Half titles. Contemporary mottled
calf, spines elaborately gilt, gilt leather labels. Minor wear to extremities, spine
head of first volume a bit chipped, light wear to joints. 19th-century Russian
library bookplate on front pastedowns, occasional mild foxing. Very good.
The first French edition of Franklin’s complete
works on electricity, based on the fourth and best
British edition, combined with the first French
editions of a number of other works of Franklin’s,
including some published for the first time in book
form in the present volume. An earlier edition of
the electricity section, with about half the material,
was published in 1752; the present first section includes all the material in the comprehensive fourth
edition in English, published in London in 1769.
The first volume is devoted entirely to electricity,
with the addition of several pieces not included in
any previous editions. The second volume contains
other scientific writings, including works on meteors, his improvements on chimneys (the “Franklin
stove”), sections on population increase, inoculation,
music, the “magic circles”, and other topics. This
edition was translated by Jacques Barbeu Dubourg,
a leading philosopher and one of Franklin’s closest
friends in France. This copy contains the portrait
of Franklin not found in all copies. Scarce, and
important for its various contents.
FORD 315.
$4500.

French Edition, with Attractive Illustrations
22. Garcilaso de la Vega, “El Inca”: HISTOIRE DES YNCAS ROIS DU
PEROU...ON A JOINT À CETTE EDITION L’HISTOIRE DE LA CONQUETE DE LA FLORIDE. Amsterdam: Jean Frederic Bernard, 1737. Two
volumes. [40],540,[15]; [4],xxiii,[1],373,[3]pp., plus sixteen copper-engraved
plates and three folding copper-engraved maps. Half titles. Quarto. 19th-century

Garcilaso de la Vega’s great work on De Soto and the aborigines of Florida,
originally published as La Florida del Ynca in 1605, follows his history of Peru.
It is one of the two primary accounts of the De Soto expedition (the other being
the account written by the Gentleman of Elvas), and is based on the eyewitness
accounts of a Spanish nobleman and two common soldiers of the expedition.
“One of the major accounts of the travels of De Soto in Florida and throughout
the present day Southeastern United States...the Inca’s work remains the major
literary by-product of this historic invasion...[it] has earned the distinction of
being the first work published by a native-born American author” – Servies.
Palau praises this edition of Garcilaso de la Vega’s two major works for its beautiful engravings by Picart. Rosenbach concurred, calling this book a “superbly
illustrated edition with the fine frontispiece by Picart and the well-known plates
by him throughout.” The plates emanate from Picart’s seminal work on world
religions. The images here include important depictions of indigenous peoples
in Peru and Florida: their dress, tools, architecture, and ceremonies. The two
maps in the Vega work show Peru to illustrate the first work and the Mississippi
Valley region centered on Louisiana, illustrating the second.

three-quarter calf and marbled boards, raised bands, spines gilt. Light scuffing
to spines, moderate edge wear. Minor scattered foxing, small marginal repair to
frontispiece in first volume. Very good.
A handsome and scarce French edition containing important early histories of Peru
and Florida, by the author sometimes called the first native American historian,
along with a French translation of Father Hennepin’s famous travels with Le
Salle in New France and along the Mississippi River. Garcilaso de la Vega, “El
Inca,” a distinguished 16th-century mestizo Peruvian, son of a Spanish conquistador, and a descendant of the Spanish poet of the same name, was born in Peru
and spent his formative years there, living out his later life in Spain. “By turns
Indian and Castilian, Garcilaso, as he himself puts it, has engagements to both
peoples...” – Livermore, in the introduction to his 1966 translation published by
the University of Texas Press.
The Royal Commentaries of Peru is Garcilaso de la Vega’s major work, and the
source from which all later writers on the subject have drawn. It consists of
two parts, the first describing the origins, religion, laws, and many other details
regarding the Incan empire and policies before the invasion by the Spanish. The
second part describes the conquest by the Spanish. Vega’s contemporary record
of the early Spanish period in Peru is most valuable, as it is based on eyewitness
testimony and personal observation. The Spanish critic, Menendez y Pelayo,
called the Royal Commentaries of Peru “the most genuinely American book that
has ever been written, and perhaps the only one in which a reflection of the soul
of the conquered races has survived.”

In addition to the two works by Vega, appended to the end of the second volume is Hennepin’s Decouverte d’un Pays Plus Grand que l Europe... [Discovery of a
Country Greater Than Europe... in English] on pages 223-376, accompanied by a
folding map of Florida and the Mississippi region, including Louisiana. The map
was produced for this volume by the printer, Bernard, and is titled “Le Cours de
Fleuve Missisipi, Selon les Relations les plus modernes.” Hennepin accompanied
the great French explorer, the Sieur de la Salle, on his 1678-79 expedition from
Fort Frontenac to Niagara, then on to the Illinois country where Hennepin was
directed to explore further on his own. He ultimately ascended the Mississippi
as far as the Falls of St. Anthony, near where he was captured by the Sioux and
held for some time before being released. He later claimed to have reached as
far as the Gulf of Mexico, but this claim was spurious.
A very useful edition containing three important works on early America, wellillustrated with notable plates and maps.
EUROPEAN AMERICANA 737/98. PALAU 354803. MEDINA, BHA 658n.
STREIT III:405. FIELD 591. ROSENBACH 20:272. SERVIES 101 (ref). HILL
677 (ref). SABIN 98752.
$3750.

Gamblers’ Tricks Exposed and Explained
23. Green, J[onathan]. H.: ONE HUNDRED TRICKS WITH CARDS.
GAMBLERS’ TRICKS WITH CARDS, EXPOSED AND EXPLAINED.
New York: Dick & Fitzgerald, Publishers, [ca. 1868]. 114pp., including in-text
illustrations, plus [42]pp. of advertisements. Original light green pictorial wrappers. Slight discoloration to wrappers, corners and spine ends moderately chipped.
Internally quite clean. Very good.
Jonathan H. Green, “the reformed gambler,” is the most important figure in the
early literature of American gambling. A famed gambler in his youth, he was

known for his talents from Texas to Boston and
all points in between. He abandoned gambling
just shy of age thirty, and became an advocate
against it, seeking to expose the tricks of the trade.
Here he offers the inside scoop on games such
as Dog Loo (played on the Red River), Whist,
Thimbles (or cups), Poker, and Euchre, and on
techniques such as palming, lapping, forcing cards,
shuffling, cutting, dealing, stocking the pack, and
cogging dice. Many other interesting subjects
are also discussed, including horse racing, and
nailing a card to a wall by a pistol shot. Green
adds numerous tales of personal experience, and
by offering detailed information on how to recognize gamblers’ tricks, Green is also providing
an advanced tutorial for the aspiring gambler or
cheat. The copyright date on the verso of the
titlepage appears to read 1850 (the first year of
publication), but the worn type throughout, as
well as the other titles advertised as available by
Dick and Fitzgerald, indicates that this edition
was likely produced around 1868. The original
price, printed on the front wrapper, was thirty
cents. In any edition, a rare and significant work.
TOOLE-STOTT 324.
$1500.

American Military Life in Pre-War Hawaii
24. [Hawaii Photographica]: PICTURES TAKEN IN THE PARADISE OF
THE PACIFIC HAWAII THROUGH COLE COLE [KOLEKOLE] PASS
BY PACK TRAIN [manuscript title]. [Various locations in and around Honolulu,
Oahu, Hawaii. ca. 1935]. Seventy-eight mounted silver gelatin photographs, either
3½ x 5¼ inches or 2½ x 3½ inches. Oblong octavo photograph album, papercovered boards, string-bound. Front cover detached, covers and spine chipped.
Some album pages chipped, but photographs remain largely untouched. Very good.
An absorbing collection of photographs capturing American military life in Hawaii
during the first half of the 20th century, with the great majority of the photographs
captioned in ink on the album pages. The unnamed photographer and compiler
of the photographs apparently served at the Schofield Barracks in Honolulu, as
he includes several photographs of the base, including the “Boxing Bowl.” He
also records other notable locations around Honolulu, including the Waipahu
Sugar Mill, the Kilaeua Crater, Japanese Temple, the Mid-Pacific Railway wreck,
Kapiolani Park, the Honolulu railway station, Sand Island, the naval destroyer
Jeanne d’Arc, Sampans Haleiwa Bay, the Monoa Hotel, the Waipahi Sugar Mill,
Diamondhead and Kahala Bay, Waikiki Beach, several shots of volcanoes and lava
formations, and more. He even includes a shot of the pack mule he presumably
used in his wanderings. Hawaiian photographs are scarce in the market, and continually more desirable, especially with holographic notations, like those present
in this intriguing album.
$600.

Howe Recites “The Battle Hymn of the Republic”
25. Howe, Julia Ward: [AUTOGRAPH LETTER, SIGNED, FROM JULIA WARD HOWE, DISCUSSING A PUBLIC RECITATION OF “THE
BATTLE HYMN OF THE REPUBLIC”]. [N.p., but possibly Boston]. Jan.
8, 1895. [2]pp. plus integral blank. On a folded quarto sheet. Old folds. Minor
soiling. Very good plus.
Author and suffragist Julia Ward Howe discusses an engagement to recite her
most famous work, “The Battle Hymn of the Republic.” She writes:
“My dear Mrs. [Winthrop?], I must apologize for delay in replying to your letter
of January third, received one day later. I am very sorry that I cannot possibly
remain with you over Sunday. I will gladly tell how I came to write the Battle
Hymn. I think that I should much prefer to recite it before it is sung. Hoping
to reach you in good time on Saturday, believe me.”
Julia Ward Howe (1819-1910) was one of the most important American women
of the 19th century. She lent her name to several causes, including female suffrage and pacifism, and won permanent renown as the author of the lyrics to
“The Battle Hymn of the Republic” in 1861. She was the first woman elected
to the American Academy of Arts and Sciences. “No movement or ‘Cause’ in
which women were interested could be launched without her. Her courage, her
incisiveness and quickness of repartee, her constructive power, the completeness
of her conviction accompanied by a balance of mind, and a sense of humor that
disarmed irritation made her the greatest of women organizers” – DAB. $1000.

Defending Japanese Internment
26. [Japanese Internment]: FINAL REPORT. JAPANESE EVACUATION
FROM THE WEST COAST 1942. Washington. 1943. xxiii,618pp. plus three
folding maps. Original black cloth, gilt. Corners slightly bumped. Neat ownership
inscription on front free endpaper. Near fine.
Illustrated government report on the need for and means of relocating Japanese
citizens during World War II. Includes several leaves of photographs showing
happy internees going about their daily tasks.
$500.

Woman in Kansas in 1856 Writes to the Governor
27. [Kansas]: Hall, Lydia P.: [AUTOGRAPH LETTER, SIGNED, FROM
LYDIA P. HALL TO GOVERNOR JOHN GEARY OF KANSAS]. [N.p., but
probably Lawrence, Ks.]. Nov. 10, 1856. [4]pp. on folded sheet, docketed: “Novr.
10, 1856, Lydia Hall, Answered.” Accompanied by a modern typescript of the
text. Some dust soiling. Overall good.
A spirited, if somewhat rambling letter to Gov. Geary of Kansas Territory from
a lady in Lawrence. Ms. Hall writes during the turbulent border war period.

The point of the letter appears to revolve around a newspaper account of some
incident in Kansas during the border wars. An excerpt from the letter:
“Gov. Geary, Dear Sir,
“Once more – for an explanation & apology are your due – & I hope you are
patient. You gave me the title of ‘Esq.,’ hence your letter was not put in my box
& failed to reach me for nearly a week. When told at the office that such a letter
was there, I claimed it at once, as in consequence of my chirography, a similar
mistake has before occurred. Since that time I have usually taken the precaution
in writing strangers – forgotten in this instance – of adding my name more in full.
“Thanks for the promptness of your reply & the spirit of courtesy that pervaded
it, but then, to be called ‘Esq.’ & upon the strength of that, to be addressed as
a politician – isn’t it funny? The title spares me, but the same letter to my recognised self would have been received as proof that you had mistaken me for a
‘strong minded woman’ or a ‘woman’s rights’ advocate in the technical sense of
those terms – & in either case, a politician. And I must say it would have been
– as your letter certainly is not – very annoying...
“...My only object in sending you the newspaper slip – by the way, not an editorial
opinion, but a report published, I am told in the official organ of the party of the
writer, who witnessed & heard what he professed to narrate – was to ascertain
whether as a historical account it is sufficiently true in its details, to be relied on.
And that you may understand my reasons, without the shadow of a suspicion, I will
tell you – what otherwise I would have kept to myself – not by way of eliciting any
information you do not choose to give but simply in justification of the motive,
even if the act were censurable. During the summer I commenced gathering up
a few of the items of interest connected with life in Kansas as I have experienced
& witnessed it for a year & a half, nearly. An attack of fever prostrated me early
in Sept. & I have not since resumed my labors, any more then to be possessing
myself of such facts as come within my reach. The paper sent you was the only
version I had then seen of a transaction too important to be omitted, & devoid
of confidence in the writer, any farther than it was for his interest to be truthful
& having no means of knowing how far this might be, I adopted what seemed
to me the only fair & honorable course, before making use of the report. If I
erred, I trust to your clemency for pardon – confident that it will not be withheld.
“...We at Lawrence are a hospitable & wholehearted people, though a combination of untoward circumstances may eclipse sometimes the exhibition of our best
qualities.”
$1000.

Explaining the Economics of the Slave Trade
28. [Knight, James]: SOME OBSERVATIONS ON THE ASSIENTO TRADE,
AS IT HAS BEEN EXERCISED BY THE SOUTH-SEA COMPANY; PROVING
THE DAMAGE, WHICH WILL ACCRUE THEREBY TO THE BRITISH
COMMERCE AND PLANTATIONS IN AMERICA AND PARTICULARLY

TO JAMAICA. London. 1728. iv,38pp. Dbd. Minor dust soiling on titlepage.
Some light tanning around the edges, else clean internally. Very good.
This pamphlet describes the difficulties between the South Sea Company and
the merchants of Jamaica over the Spanish slave-trading contract, or Assiento. A
closely argued treatise on the economics of the slave trade, attacking the policy
of the South Sea Company, which had a monopoly on the importation of African
slaves into Spanish America. Knight argues that this monopoly, granted to Britain
in 1713, had deprived Jamaica of its share of the trade, and that there would not
be sufficient slaves left to work the West Indian plantations. “The best account
we have of the assiento trade” – Kress.
GOLDSMITHS 6598. HANSON 3721. SABIN 86683. EUROPEAN AMERICANA 728/178. KRESS 3765. CUNDALL 562. SPERLING 482.
$1650.

Prosecuting the Klan in Reconstruction-Era South Carolina
29. [Ku Klux Klan]: PROCEEDINGS IN THE KU KLUX TRIALS AT
COLUMBIA, S.C. IN THE UNITED STATES CIRCUIT COURT, NOVEMBER TERM, 1871. Columbia, S.C.: Republican Printing Company, 1872.
835,[1],12pp. 20th-century buckram, gilt leather label. Hinges cracked but solid,
label slightly chipped, spine rubbed. Front endpapers detached. Shelf label on
spine, institutional stamps on titlepage. Light tanning. Good plus.
A mostly verbatim transcription of trials held in South Carolina for violations
of the Fifteenth Amendment under the Enforcement Act and the Ku Klux Klan
Act, passed in 1870 and 1871 respectively. Rampant intimidation and suppression
of black voters by the Klan in South Carolina during the 1870 election brought
about large numbers of arrests under the new federal statutes, which allowed for
the suspension of habeas corpus and the deployment of the army to enforce the
law. Two hundred and twenty Klansmen were eventually indicted, though only
five faced a full trial, the proceedings of which are contained in this work.
$600.

Southern Judaica
30. [Levy, Samuel Yates]: THE ITALIAN BRIDE. A PLAY – IN FIVE ACTS.
Savannah: John M. Cooper & Co., 1856. 132pp. 12mo. Contemporary red morocco
and marbled boards, rebacked to style. Boards and extremities rubbed. First few
blank leaves cracking in the margin. Contemporary inscriptions on fly leaf and
titlepage. Minor soiling. About very good.
A love story, set in Venice and featuring the daughter of a wealthy merchant and
her betrothed, a poor young man, but from a noble family. “Written for Miss
Eliza Logan, and published for private distribution.” This copy bears a presentation inscription from Henrietta Cohen, sister of the author.
DE RENNE II, p.579.
$750.

France Establishes a Customs Office, Louisiana 1803
31. [Louisiana]: ARRETÉ CONCERNANT L’ADMINISTRATION PROVISOIRE DES DOUANES. A LA NOUVELLE-ORLÉANS. LAUSSAT,
PRÉFET COLONIAL, COMMISSAIRE DU GOUVERNEMENT FRANÇAIS, CONSIDÉRANT, QUE L’ADMINISTRATION ESPAGNOLE DES
DOUANES DANS CE PAYS...[caption title]. [New Orleans. 1803]. Broadside,
14¼ x 9¼ inches, with woodcut headpiece of symbolic figure with printed inscription: “Préfecture Coloniale.” Moderate dampstaining and soiling, occasional
foxing, moderate wear at edges. Autograph signatures of Colonial Prefect Laussat

and Commission Secretary Daugerot, authorization stamp of the Préfecture Coloniale de la Louisiane, contemporary inscriptions above text. A good copy. In a
cloth clamshell case, leather label.
An exceedingly rare New Orleans broadside concerning the provisional administration of customs duties, printed during the brief return of France’s control of
Louisiana between the Spanish and American periods of ownership. The decree
creates a French customs system in place of the Spanish authority and appoints
“Mr. Garland and citizen Navailles, respectively, as Collector of Customs and
Treasurer under the newly installed French regime” (Hummel).
Spain signed a treaty of cession on March 21, 1801, but this was not announced
to the inhabitants of the colony until March 27, 1803. The actual transfer of
Louisiana back to France occurred on Nov. 30 of that year, and three weeks later
the territory became a part of the United States. Pierre Clément de Laussat,
Colonial Prefect, arrived in New Orleans from Paris to take formal possession of
Louisiana, and as had already been arranged, to transfer title to the U.S. “Laussat’s
first official announcement after his arrival in New Orleans was followed by five
other proclamations or edicts in broadside form which have been seen and recorded in the course of this study, and there were undoubtedly still others which
have not come to light. The purpose of these broadsides was to establish and
carry on the machinery of government and to insure the maintenance of law and
order after the automatic termination of the authority of the Spanish magistrates
and office holders. Most of these bear at the top an interesting woodcut of the
typical female figure symbolical of France, and inscribed ‘Préfecture Coloniale.’
This woodblock was undoubtedly brought by the commission from Paris” – McMurtrie, New Orleans.
Jumonville records copies at New Orleans Public Library and Tulane; OCLC
adds a third copy at Yale.
JUMONVILLE 68. HUMMEL 780, 788. McMURTRIE (NEW ORLEANS) 52,
p.64. McMURTRIE (LOUISIANA) 21. SHAW & SHOEMAKER 4539. OCLC
27803500.
$10,000.

History of Franciscan Missions in the Far East
32. Martinez, Domingo: COMPENDIO HISTORICO DE LA APOSTOLICA
PROVINCIA DE SAN GREGORIO DE PHILIPINAS, DE RELIGIOSOS
MENORES DESCALZOS DE N. P. SAN FRANCISCO.... Madrid: En la
Imprenta de la Viuda de Manuel Fernandez, 1756. Three parts bound in one
volume. [28],342; 116; 248pp., printed in double columns. Folio. Contemporary
limp vellum, manuscript spine title. Lacking ties, spine darkened, minor chipping
to edges, marca de fuego of the Colegio de San Fernando de Ciudad de México
on top edge. Scattered marginal foxing, stain in lower outer corners of some
leaves. Very good.

First edition of this important history of Franciscan explorations and missionary work in the Far East. Martinez chronicles Spanish evangelizing missions to
settlements in the Philippines, China, and Japan. The first book pertains to the
Philippines, with historical background on the conquest and early exploration
of the islands, plus extensive information on the indigenous peoples and their
customs. The second book centers on China, while the third book treats with
Japan; both accounts cover early contact with the native peoples, the establishment
of missions, local customs, the religious development of the area, and more. A
rare title, with healthy institutional holdings, but scant appearances in the trade.
PALAU 154271. MAGGS BIBLIOTECA AMERICANA 774. CORDIER, JAPONICA 440. RETANA 309. MEDINA, PHILIPPINES 483. STREIT VI,
1107.
$8500.

“...an universal alarm against the authority of Parliament...”
– John Adams
34. Mayhew, Jonathan: A DEFENCE OF THE OBSERVATIONS ON THE
CHARTER AND CONDUCT OF THE SOCIETY FOR THE PROPAGATION OF THE GOSPEL IN FOREIGN PARTS, AGAINST AN ANONYMOUS PAMPHLET FALSLY [sic] INTITLED, A CANDID EXAMINATION
OF DR. MAYHEW’S OBSERVATIONS, &c. AND ALSO AGAINST THE
LETTER TO A FRIEND ANNEXED THERETO, SAID TO CONTAIN A
SHORT VINDICATION OF SAID SOCIETY. BY ONE OF ITS MEMBERS.
BY JONATHAN MAYHEW, D.D. PASTOR OF THE WEST CHURCH IN
BOSTON. Boston. 1763. 144pp. Dbd. Minor dust soiling. Near fine. In a half
morocco and cloth box.
This work recapitulates and extends Jonathan Mayhew’s 1763 argument with the
Church of England’s Society for the Propagation of the Gospel in Foreign Parts.
John Adams later wrote the following about Mayhew and the controversy:

Travelling the Nation’s Rivers in the 1850s
33. Massey, Stephen L.: JAMES’S TRAVELER’S COMPANION. BEING A
COMPLETE GUIDE THROUGH THE WESTERN STATES, TO THE
GULF OF MEXICO AND THE PACIFIC, VIA THE GREAT LAKES,
RIVERS, CANALS, etc..... Cincinnati: J.A. & U.P. James, 1851. vi,[9]-224pp.,
including several in-text illustrations and maps, plus two folding woodcut maps
and two single-page maps (printed on the recto and verso of the same leaf).
16mo. Original brown cloth, elaborately stamped in blind and gilt. Spine ends
and small portion of spine chipped, corners worn, minor toning to text. Overall,
an unsophisticated copy in good plus condition.
A rare little guide book, accorded a “b” by Howes. The book is arranged to follow routes of travel for the major rivers in the United States. The first is that of
the Mississippi from its source to the Gulf of Mexico, followed by routes east of
Pittsburgh, along the Ohio River, the Missouri River up to Council Bluffs (with
notes on the Santa Fe and Oregon Trails), the Illinois River, and on the Great
Lakes. The folding maps show the Mississippi, Missouri, and Illinois rivers.
There is also a map and view of Cincinnati, a view of New Orleans, and several
other small views.
HOWES M383, “b.” CLARK III:358. BUCK 484.
$2000.

“To draw the character of Mayhew, would be to transcribe a dozen volumes.
This transcendent genius threw all the weight of his great fame into the scale of
his country in 1761, and maintained it there with zeal and ardor till his death,
in 1766. In 1763 appeared the controversy between him and Mr. Apthorp, Mr.
Caner, Dr. Johnson, and Archbishop Secker, on the charter and conduct of the
Society for Propagating the Gospel in Foreign Parts...If any gentleman supposes
this controversy to be nothing to the present purpose, he is grossly mistaken. It
spread an universal alarm against the authority of Parliament. It excited a general
and just apprehension, that bishops, and dioceses, and churches, and priests, and
tithes, were to be imposed on us by Parliament. It was known that neither king,
nor ministry, nor archbishops, could appoint bishops in America, without an act
of Parliament; and if Parliament could tax us, they could establish the Church of
England, with all its creeds, articles, tests, ceremonies, and tithes, and prohibit
all other churches, as conventicles and schism shops.”
Rare; no copy appears in auction records since 1974.
EVANS 9442. SABIN 47130. John Adams, “The Meaning of the American Revolution” in Niles’ Weekly Register, March 7, 1818.
$2500.

Early Visitor to New York
35. Melton, Edward: EDUWARD MELTONS, ENGELSCH EDELMANS,
ZELDZAAME EN GEDENKWAARDIGE ZEE- EN LAND-REIZEN; DOOR
EGYPTEN, WEST-INDIEN, PERZIEN, TURKYEN, OOST-INDIEN....
Amsterdam. 1702. [4],495,[7]pp. plus nineteen copper plates and engraved title.
Elaborate woodcut letters and decorations. Quarto. Contemporary vellum. Scattered tanning and light foxing. Very good.
Second edition. Sabin calls this a reproduction of the first edition of 1681, with
a new preface. “Who this Melton was, is an unsettled problem. His travels in the
West Indies relate partly to the buccaneers. The chapter on New Netherland is

PRESENT CHARTER, THEIR ECCLESIASTICAL DISCIPLINE, AND
THEIR MUNICIPAL-LAWS. London: Printed for J. Clark, R. Ford, and R.
Cruttenden, 1720. Two volumes. [1],vi,x,[2],330; [4],331-712,xv,[1]pp. plus folding
map and including publisher’s advertisements on final printed page. Contemporary paneled calf. Boards rubbed, neatly rebacked in matching calf, leather labels.
18th-century ownership marks on front pastedown and front free endpaper of
first volume. Map backed on Japan tissue. A good set.
Larned has high praise for this book: “[Neal’s] work was superior to anything of
the kind that preceded it...his attitude is that of one who wishes to remain impartial. He deals chiefly with political, religious, and military questions, but has
an interesting chapter, largely condensed from Josselyn, describing the state of
New England; and he has paid some attention to legislative history....His style is
often sprightly and he displays a sense of humor. For some aspects of the revolution of 1688-1689 his work is still useful.” Contains a few Indian words and
sentences, with English translations. The map is an excellent depiction of New
England from Long Island north.
HOWES N26, “aa.” PILLING, PROOF-SHEETS 2726. LARNED 992. SABIN
52140. EUROPEAN AMERICANA 720/178.
$2500.

made up from Van der Donck and A. Montanus. All the natural productions of
the country are described, and the names given in the Indian dialects of Guyana,
with occasional observations on the pronunciation of the words....The text is in
Friesic Dutch....Several of the plates are by the celebrated Jan Luiken, and are
among his best productions; one of them is a view of the Cohoes Falls in the
Mohawk river” – Sabin. Melton also claimed to have travelled around the world,
and the bulk of the book relates to those possibly apocryphal adventures.
SABIN 47473. JCB (3)I:25. EUROPEAN AMERICANA 702/129.
$2000.

Early and Important History of New England
36. Neal, Daniel: THE HISTORY OF NEW-ENGLAND CONTAINING
AN IMPARTIAL ACCOUNT OF THE CIVIL AND ECCLESIASTICAL
AFFAIRS OF THE COUNTRY TO...1700. TO WHICH IS ADDED THE
PRESENT STATE OF NEW-ENGLAND. WITH A NEW AND ACCURATE
MAP OF THE COUNTRY. AND AN APPENDIX CONTAINING THEIR

Early Indian Medical Cures, Printed in Brooklyn

The First German Promotional Tract for Pennsylvania

37. [Ottawa Indians]: AN INDIAN TRADITION. NO FICTION. THE
TRADITIONARY HISTORY OF A NARROW AND PROVIDENTIAL
ESCAPE OF SOME WHITE MEN FROM BEING TOMAHAWKED,
SCALPED, AND ROBBED BY A PARTY OF TAW-WAY INDIANS [caption title]. [Brooklyn. 1848]. [16]pp. Self-wrappers. Chipped and frayed at edges.
Uniform light tanning, a few fox marks. Good only.

39. Pastorius, Francis Daniel: UMSTAENDIGE GEOGRAPHISCHE BESCHREIBUNG DER ZU ALLERLETZT ERFUNDENEN PROVINTZ
PENSYLVANIAE, IN DENEN END-GRAENTZEN AMERICAE IN DER
WEST-WELT GELEGEN DURCH FRANCISCUM DANIELUM PASTORIUM, J. V. LIC. UND FRIEDENS RICHTERN DASELBSTEN. WORBEY
ANGEHENCKET SIND EINIGE NOTABLE
BEGEBENHEITEN UND BERICHT-SCHREIBEN AN DESSEN HERREN VATTERN
MELCHIORUM ADAMUM PASTORIUM.
UND ANDERE GUTE FREUNDE. Frankfurt
& Leipzig: Andreas Otto, 1700. [12],140pp. 12mo.
Modern brown crushed morocco. Very good.

The first four pages contain a narrative of the narrow escape of William Wallace
from the clutches of Ottawa Indians during a cattle-driving trip from Canada to
Detroit at the turn of the century, and how he came away with an Indian cure
for various ailments and diseases of the blood. The rest is taken up with ads,
illustrated with engravings, for “Brant’s Indian Purifying Extract,” mentioning
all the maladies it addresses. Sabin notes an almost identically titled four-page
edition of this work (no doubt without the ads), also with no publication place or
date. One of the earliest uses of “Indian” medicine in patent medicine formulations, later a favorite piece of American hucksterism. OCLC locates only three
copies of the present issue. Rare.
SABIN 34480 (ref). OCLC 22610019.
$1250.

First French Revolutionary Edition
of C ommon S enSe
38. Paine, Thomas: LE SENS-COMMUN.
OUVRAGE ADDRESSE AUX AMERICAINS.... Paris. 1791. iv,113pp. Contemporary
blue wrappers. Some light chipping and staining to wrappers. Scattered foxing. Very good.
The first Paris edition of Common Sense...,
translated into French by Antoine G. Griffet de
Labaume. The earliest publication of Common
Sense on the Continent, at least in separate
form, was an anonymous French translation
published at Rotterdam in 1777; this is the
next edition in French, and the first published
in France. The work was written by Paine in
response to the Battle of Lexington in 1775,
calling not merely for a revolt against taxation,
but demanding independence. Its message was
no doubt as inspiring to the revolutionaries
of France as it had been in America.
GIMBEL CS-64. SABIN 58217. HOWES
P17.
$2500.

Scarce first edition of an important early source on
the history of Pennsylvania, written by the founder
of Germantown. Pastorius was born in Germany
in 1651 and formed an acquaintance with William
Penn, became a Quaker, and helped organize the
Frankfurt Land Company. Securing 15,000 acres
of land in Pennsylvania, he emigrated in 1683 and
soon thereafter laid out Germantown, of which he
was the principal founder. This epistolary work
includes letters written from Pennsylvania to his
father describing the region, including its form of
government and providing advice to emigrants. In
the rear of the work is a printing in German of
William Penn’s Letter to the Committee of the Free
Society of Traders.
Pastorius, Winsor writes, was “the most active
and intelligent of the first German settlers” and
his work “is of great interest, as it contains the
views of one thoroughly identified with the German movement to America” (Winsor). This work
stands at the beginning of the “Pennsylvania Dutch” culture of Pennsylvania, still
a vibrant culture today.
EUROPEAN AMERICANA 700/212. HOWES P115, “b.” SABIN 59028. WINSOR III:502.
$6000.

Rare Mexican-American War Narrative
40. Richardson, William H.: JOURNAL OF WILLIAM H. RICHARDSON, A
PRIVATE SOLDIER IN THE CAMPAIGN OF NEW AND OLD MEXICO.
Baltimore: John W. Woods, Printer, 1848. 96pp. plus three wood-engraved plates
(including frontispiece), one in-text illustration, and a facsimile manuscript.
Modern morocco in an antique style, spine gilt, raised bands, edges tooled in gilt.

A rare French portrait of Maj. Robert Rogers, showing him in his military
uniform with musket. This portrait is copied from the best known image of
Rogers, produced in London in 1776. That image shows him from the knees up
and looking to his right, a powder horn at his waist, and with three Indians in
the background. In this French version he is looking to his left and is pictured
from the waist up, and the Indians have been removed from the background.
Rogers acted as a scout for the 1755 expedition against Crown Point, and in 1756
he became the captain of an independent company of Rangers. He made scores
of raids against the French in New York, Ohio, and Pennsylvania, going as far
west as the shores of Lake Huron. His exploits made him the most romantic
and famous figure of the war in America. He published A Concise Account of
North America and the Journals of Major Robert Rogers in 1765, which brought
him further fame and recognition.
We can find no listings of this French portrait in OCLC, though there are
copies in the Anne S.K. Brown military collection at Brown University and the
National Army Museum in London. Those copies do not have the engraved
number “126” within the plate mark, however, as does our copy.
$1500.

Contemporary institutional gift inscription on front free endpaper. Occasional
light foxing. A very good copy.
Second edition, after the very rare first edition of the previous year, of this important Wagner-Camp and Mexican-American War title. This second edition
remains quite rare and is seldom met with in commerce. Richardson enlisted
as a mounted volunteer due to patriotism engendered on the 4th of July in Carrollton, Missouri. He took part in Doniphan’s expedition over the Santa Fe Trail
in the fall of 1846, heading south to El Paso by the first of the New Year, then
on to Chihuahua and eventually to Matamoros, where the command shipped by
boat to New Orleans. By July 10, Richardson was back home in Anne Arundel
County, Maryland, and the first edition of his fascinating journal was published
before the end of 1847 in the nearest city, Baltimore.
An important and well-written account of overland travel along the Santa Fe Trail
during the Mexican-American War.
GARRETT, p.153. GRAFF, FIFTY TEXAS RARITIES 33 (1st ed). WAGNERCAMP 137:2. CLARK II:164. HOWES R262, “aa.” TUTOROW 2630. GRAFF
3496 (1st ed). RITTENHOUSE 480 (note). SABIN 71093.
$3750.

French Portrait of the Most Famous American
in the French and Indian War
41. [Rogers, Robert]: LE MAJOR ROBERT ROGER [sic] COMMANDANT
EN CHEF LES TROUPES INDIENNES AU SERVICE DES AMÉRICAINS
[caption title]. Paris: chez Esnauts et Rapilly, [ca. 1780]. Engraved portrait, 7¾
x 5½ inches. Light soiling. Very good.

Ways to Improve Agriculture in the Virginia Tidewater Region

Fighting for Control of a Sugar Plantation

42. Ruffin, Edmund: AN ESSAY ON CALCAREOUS MANURES. Petersburg,
Va. 1832. 242pp. plus advertisement. Half title. Contemporary mottled sheep,
spine gilt, leather label. Edge wear, chipped at top of front joint. Foxed. A good,
tight copy.

43. [Saint Domingue]: S. DOMINGUE SUCCESSION DE M. DE [?] PROCÉS
DE M. LESCARMOTIES [manuscript title]. [N.p., but likely Paris. ca. 1744].
6-173 leaves. Folio. Contemporary vellum, paper label on front cover, string ties.
Rubbed, upper right corner of paper label chipped. Modern bookseller’s label on
front pastedown. Internally clean. Very good.

“The object of this Essay is to investigate the peculiar features and qualities of
the soils of our tide-water district, to show the causes of their general unproductiveness, and to point out means as yet but little used, for their effectual and
profitable improvement” – Preface. Describes the soils, their content and how
they could be improved, and the potential benefits of using calcareous manures
as well as marling and liming, with notes concerning the effect of slavery on the
agriculture of Virginia. The author later became famous as the man who fired
the first shot on Fort Sumter. A radical states’ rights advocate, he committed
suicide at the end of the Civil War.
SABIN 73915.
$750.

An exhaustive manuscript volume of legal documents concerning the sale of a
Saint Domingue sugar plantation by Pierre de Camper to Felix Lescarmoties. The
plantation was sizable, at one point including sixty-seven slaves, and was worth
between 25,000 and 30,000 livres a year. The selling price was 182,000 livres,
but, as the lawsuit indicates, Lescarmoties only ever paid about half that amount.
Apparently Lescarmoties was in Saint Domingue while De Camper was in Paris,
a situation that made it difficult for the latter to collect the money owed him.
The documents span a decade, from 1729 to 1744. Present here are testimonies,
depositions, legal opinions, and much more, suggesting that the sale did not go
through smoothly. Good evidence of private investment in the French West
Indies.
$3750.

An African-American West Indian
Writes About His Life and Social Theories
44. Sixto, Adolph: TIME AND I, OR LOOKING FORWARD. [San Juan:
News Power Print, ca. 1899]. [4],vi,168,[44, advertisements]pp. plus nine plates.
Original illustrated wrappers printed in green
and red. Spine partially perished, wrappers noticeably soiled, some chipping. Light scattered
foxing, minor mildewing at bottom edge, minor
chipping to gutter at bottom edge of first few and
last few leaves, last few leaves of advertisements
partially detached. Still, a good copy. In a cloth
box, red label.
Presentation copy of this rare West Indian book by a
major contributor to the early cultural development
of the region and a significant African-American
author. Inscribed by Sixto on the recto of his
portrait plate: “St. Thomas 25/1/24 Honorable
Mr. A.G. Brown V.I. Commissioner When you
read this work please think of me at my best the
Author Adolph Sixto.”
Sixto was born on the small island of Vieques, just
to the east of Puerto Rico and administratively part
of it, in 1858. He spent most of his adult life in
the neighboring island of St. Thomas, part of the
Danish West Indies until 1917 (Puerto Rico was
Item 43.

taken over by the U.S. in the Spanish-American War in 1898). He established
the first repertory theatre on St. Thomas, as well as being the founder of the
Carnival in 1912. He remained a prominent citizen until his death in 1930. This
book is in the form of a history of St. Thomas, but is actually Sixto’s argument
for socialism in the governing of the island. His narrative is both a promotion of
the interests of the island and a development of his political and cultural theories.
It is interspersed with many first-person observations on administration and political organization, agricultural and industrial activities, geography, and culture.
The plates include a photographic portrait of Sixto, a photographic view of the
harbor of St. Thomas, an illustrated view of the Soap and Match Factory, and
more. The last section is essentially an early business directory of St. Thomas,
with numerous listings for photographers, general merchants, cigar dealers, Riise
rum and other liquor dealers, insurance agents, and many others. OCLC locates
only four copies: New York Public Library, Harvard, and two at Tulane.
OCLC 16788299.
$3500.

This is a finely engraved and detailed general map of the State of New York with
two insets: “The St. Lawrence River, from the New York State line to Quebec”
and “City of New York, with Part of Brooklyn and Williamsburgh.” Canals are
shown in blue, and railroads in orange. Not in Rumsey.
PHILLIPS, MAPS, p.513.
$600.

The Story of a Major Slave Revolt
46. [Smith, John, Rev.]: THE LONDON MISSIONARY SOCIETY’S REPORT OF THE PROCEEDINGS AGAINST THE LATE REV. J. SMITH,
OF DEMERARA, MINISTER OF THE GOSPEL, WHO WAS TRIED UNDER MARTIAL LAW, AND CONDEMNED TO DEATH, ON A CHARGE
OF AIDING AND ASSISTING IN A REBELLION OF THE NEGRO
SLAVES.... London. 1824. vii,[1],204pp. Modern half calf and marbled boards.
Lightly toned. Contemporary ownership signature on titlepage; titlepage repaired
in inner corners. About very good, untrimmed.
The Rev. John Smith was a Methodist missionary in Demerara (British Guiana) at
the time of a revolt of some ten thousand slaves there. The uprising was precipitated by rumors that Parliament was moving to ameliorate conditions for slaves,
as a step toward eventual manumission. By the late summer of 1823, slaves on
approximately fifty plantations, believing that their “rights” were being withheld
by their masters, rose in revolt. Emancipation was demanded, and violence ensued,
with two or three whites dying as a result. The Rev. Smith was a minister to the
slaves. He was ordered to join the militia in protecting British property rights
but refused. Smith was charged with promoting “discontent and dissatisfaction in
the minds of the negro slaves” and of not warning of the plot. At his trial several
slaves were called to testify on behalf of the prosecution and the defense, and
their testimony is printed here. On Nov. 24, 1823, Smith was sentenced “to be
hanged by the neck until dead,” but died of “pulmonary consumption” in prison
before clemency arrived from London. This book was issued by the London
Missionary Society in an effort to prove that Smith had been unfairly accused
and to clear the name of the Society. It includes “documentary evidence omitted
in the Parliamentary copy” of the proceedings, letters, and statements of Smith
and his wife, and a petition to the House of Commons by Sir James Mackintosh
asking that the sentence against Smith be rescinded.

New York Pocket Map with an Inset of “Brooklyn and Williamsburgh”
45. Smith, J. Calvin: MAP OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK SHOWING
THE LOCATION OF BOUNDARIES OF COUNTIES & TOWNSHIPS
CITIES, TOWNS AND VILLAGES: THE COURSES OF RAIL ROADS,
CANALS & STAGE ROADS. New York: Published by J. Disturnell, 1848.
Folding pocket map, 19 x 23½ inches, engraved on steel by Sherman & Smith,
with full period color. Bound into original 16mo. brown cloth boards, stamped
in blind and gilt. Very good.

An important source of primary information on a major slave revolt in the Americas.
SABIN 82905. RAGATZ, p.342.
$1000.

The First History of New York
47. Smith, William: THE HISTORY OF THE PROVINCE OF NEW-YORK,
FROM THE FIRST DISCOVERY TO THE YEAR M.DCC.XXXII. TO
WHICH IS ANNEXED, A DESCRIPTION OF THE COUNTRY, WITH
A SHORT ACCOUNT OF THE INHABITANTS, THEIR TRADE, RELIGIOUS AND POLITICAL STATE, AND THE CONSTITUTION OF
THE COURTS OF JUSTICE IN THAT COLONY. London: Printed for

Thomas Wilcox, 1757. xii,255pp. plus folding double-page plate. Quarto. Modern
morocco, spine and inner dentelles gilt. Preliminary leaves repaired at corners
and reinforced. Folding plate reinforced, small clean tear along one fold. Light
foxing, age-toning, and occasional soiling. A good copy. In a cloth slipcase.
This is the first edition of the first history of New York, based largely on the works
of Charlevoix and Colden’s History of the Five Nations.... Smith also drew from
the journals of the Assembly and the Legislative Council. He was a graduate of
Yale who became a distinguished New York lawyer and eventually justice of the
province. A Loyalist during the Revolution, Smith moved to Canada at the war’s
conclusion, and there became a chief justice. This history covers the period up
to 1736. Smith wrote a continuation which remained in manuscript form until it
was published by the New-York Historical Society in 1826. “Within the period
subsequent to the English Revolution, Smith is still without a successful rival.
This work ranks with Stith’s Virginia and Hutchinson’s Massachusetts, as one of
the worthiest examples of historical literature produced in later colonial times”
– Larned. A foundation New York item.
SABIN 84566. HOWES S703, “b.” STREETER SALE 871. CHURCH 1023.
LARNED 1109.
$4500.

Attempting to Restore Order in the Cuban Countryside
in the Wake of the Spanish-American War
48. [Spanish-American War]: March y Garcia, Emilio: BANDO. DON EMILIO
MARCH Y GARCIA GENERAL DE DIVISION Y GOBERNADOR MILITAR DE ESTA PLAZA Y PROVINCIA. HAGO SABER: QUE LOS JEFES
DE LAS PARTIDAS INSURRECTAS...[caption title and beginning of text].
Puerto Principe, [Cuba]. Sept. 10, 1898. Broadside, 16¼ x 12¼ inches. Toned,
old folds and creases, minor edge chipping, short closed tear, slight fold separations. Very good.

A very rare, possibly unique surviving example of a Cuban broadside dating from
the month after the conclusion of the Spanish-American War. The war ceased
with a truce between the United States and Spain on Aug. 12, 1898; the official
end of the war came a few months later on December 10 when the two parties
signed the historic Treaty of Paris. Here, on September 10, in the interim between
truce and treaty, the outgoing Spanish colonial governor of the south-central
Cuban city of Puerto Principe (present-day Camagüey), Emilio March y Garcia,
calls for reinforcement of the truce agreement that would ensure free and open
commercial trade in the region in the face of continuing interference by Cuban
insurgents. March y Garcia claims that the Cuban revolutionaries are illegally
detaining people, interrupting the cattle trade, trampling property rights, carrying arms in flagrant disregard for the law, and more. The Arizona Republican
published an English translation of this proclamation in its Sept. 26, 1898 issue.
The translation reads:
“I hereby inform, the commanders of insurgent bands who are pillaging in the
neighborhood of this city; who, not observing the agreement between the Spanish
and American governments with regard to the freedom of commercial relations,
are illegally detaining the country people; who are obliging the land owners to
procure special passes and permits in order to put in order their plantations, and
will not allow them either to sell their cattle, under the absurd pretext that the
estates are the property of the nominal Cuban state, and that its government
alone can distribute and sell them and turn their products to what uses it sees
fit, thus trampling under foot the rights of property, whereas on the part of this
government the most absolute liberty in making contracts has been allowed and
will be allowed in the future, thus demonstrating the respect it has for the rights
of all persons within its jurisdiction. I must call to notice with real sorrow that
if these towns are suffering almost the horrors of starvation it is the result of the
measures adopted by the chiefs of the insurgent bands, who are impeding free
traffic by forbidding the entry of all kinds of provisions, especially cattle, into the
towns. In view of what I have already explained I consider it necessary to publish
the following warnings: Article 1. I repeat my order of August 23 last permitting
free entry and exit to all towns of this province subject to my authority and the
most absolute freedom of trade between all the inhabitants of the province. Article
2. The prohibition to enter towns with arms remains in force and whoever is
found with arms in his possession will be punished in accordance with the laws.”
Don Emilio Augusto March y Garcia Mesa was a career Spanish military commander who spent at least three stretches of time in Cuba, the last as military
governor of Puerto Principe during the Spanish defeat in the Spanish-American
War. He also served as the colonial governor of Puerto Rico and general captain
of Arago, the Balearic Islands, and the Canary Islands.
The present broadside is exceedingly rare and quite possibly unique, with no
copies listed in OCLC and no records at auction.
$1500.

The Most Famous Discussion of American Democracy
49. Tocqueville, Alexis de: DE LA DÉMOCRATIE EN AMÉRIQUE. Paris:
Charles Gosselin, 1835. Two volumes bound in one. [4],xxiv,367; [4],459pp.,
plus handcolored folding map. Half title in each volume. Contemporary French
marbled paper boards, gilt morocco label. Minor shelf wear, some rubbing to
boards. Moderate toning, stamp removed from titlepage and margin of one text
leaf in first volume. Very good.
The first edition of the first part of Tocqueville’s famous classic, Democracy in
America, one of the most famous investigations of the American political system.

Alexis de Tocqueville came to the United States in the spring of 1831, accompanied
by his friend and fellow student, Gustave de Beaumont. Their original goal was
to study the penitentiary system of the United States. After visiting prisons in
the East they undertook a tour of the South as far as New Orleans, ascended the
Mississippi, visited the Great Lakes and Canada, and returned via New York, having travelled for nine months. After writing their report on prisons, Tocqueville
began work on the first part of Democracy in America in 1833-34 and published it,
in an edition of less than 500 copies, in January 1835. The book was an instant
success, and numerous editions, many with revisions, followed quickly, and the
second part, first published in April 1840, was issued concurrently with the eighth
edition of the first part.
There were probably more than fifty editions in English and French published
before 1900, besides numerous other translations. Almost from the beginning
Tocqueville’s study enjoyed the reputation of being the most acute and perceptive discussion of the political and social life of the United States ever published.
Remarkably, it has sustained its appeal generation after generation, as new readers find it speaks to their time with a contemporary voice. Whether perceived
as a textbook of American political institutions, an investigation of society and
culture, a probing of the psyche of the United States, or a study of the actions of
modern democratic society, the book has continued to offer insight and provoke
thought since its inception. It has also probably provided commentators with
more quotations than any other work about the United States.
HOWES T278, “aa.” SABIN 96060. CLARK III:111. Library of Congress, A
Passion for Liberty, Alexis de Tocqueville on Democracy & Revolution (Washington,
1989).
$13,500.

Britain Agrees to Indemnify the United States for Slave
Taken During the War of 1812
50. [United States – Great Britain Treaty]: CONVENTION BETWEEN
HIS MAJESTY AND THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, FOR THE
FINAL SETTLEMENT OF CERTAIN CLAIMS OF THE UNITED STATES,
ARISING OUT OF THE CONVENTION CONCLUDED AT ST. PETERSBURGH, JULY 12, 1822. SIGNED AT LONDON, NOVEMBER 13th
1826.... London. [1827]. 2pp. Folio. Modern half morocco and marbled boards.
A couple small contemporary ink notes, else near fine.
The official British printing. The first article of the Treaty of Ghent, which ended
the War of 1812, held that Great Britain and the United States would indemnify
each other for property taken during the war. The United States subsequently
submitted a claim for slaves taken away by British forces. The Russian Emperor
mediated the question, and by this convention Great Britain agreed to pay an
indemnity of $124,960. No copies of this British printing of the Convention are
located on OCLC. Rare.
MALLOY, p.641.
$1750.

“The foundation of a library of Californiana”
51. Venegas, Miguel: A NATURAL AND CIVIL HISTORY OF CALIFORNIA:
CONTAINING AN ACCURATE DESCRIPTION OF THAT COUNTRY...
THE CUSTOMS OF THE INHABITANTS...Translated from the original
Spanish.... London. 1759. Two volumes. [20],455pp. plus folding map and two
plates including frontispiece; [8],387pp. plus two plates including frontispiece.
Modern three-quarter morocco and marbled boards, spines gilt, leather labels.
An occasional hint of light foxing or tanning, but quite a nice set. Very good.

The first English edition of this classic history of California, originally published
in Spanish in 1757. Wagner states that the work “contains more on Lower California than almost any other book that had been published in one hundred and
fifty years.” Cowan states, “This work is considered the foundation of a library of
Californiana” and notes for the London edition: “four plates appear to have been
issued with but a few copies of the work, as two is the number usually found.”
The folding map shows California, while the plates depict coyote, deer, Indians,
and the martyrdom of several Jesuits.
HOWES V69, “b.” WAGNER SPANISH SOUTHWEST 132a. HILL 1768.
STREETER SALE 2435. COWAN, pp.237-38. GRAFF 4471. SABIN 98845.
BARRETT 2536. ZAMORANO 80, 78. EBERSTADT 133:255. DNB XVIII,
pp.467-68. REESE, BEST OF THE WEST 7 (note).
$4500.

edges of boards, and outer joints moderately worn. Mounts separating, but very
good. Images very clean overall and in very good condition.

The Russian Window on the Pacific

Koreans. Photographs of local Chinese residents predominate, with images of
a waterman filling his wagon, a fruit seller in the market, another seller in the
market with his measuring scale, and other laborers. Other images in the album
include Korean children playing, various neighborhoods and locales, and a family
portrait (complete with cow) in front of a house.

52. [Vladivostok]: [EARLY 20th-CENTURY PHOTOGRAPH ALBUM,
CONSISTING OF TWENTY-FOUR PHOTOGRAPHS TAKEN IN VLADIVOSTOK CIRCA JUNE 1900, EACH WITH CONTEMPORARY HANDWRITTEN ANNOTATIONS IN GERMAN]. [Vladivostok. 1900]. Twenty-four
photographs (3½ x 4½ inches each), each print matted on heavy paper of commercial photograph album. Early 20th-century German photograph album with
textured paper boards and spine. Front board decoratively embossed with image
of a flower and the words, “Moderne Lichtbildere.” Top and bottom of spine,

An album of twenty-four original photographs taken in Vladivostok in June 1900.
The snapshot- size images are each matted one per page in a German-made photograph album, and each image is inscribed in a contemporary hand in German.
The photographs include views of the port, Russian naval ships and numerous
other vessels, the city center, the post office, street scenes, buildings and houses
(including a German brewery), and pictures of everyday life. Due to its location
in the Russian Far East on the coast of the Sea of Japan and near both the Chinese
and Korean borders, Vladivostok was a settlement with numerous international
residents and visitors, and this heterogeneity is recorded in this album. Half
of the photographs are of people, including images of Russians, Chinese, and

A fine turn-of-the-century album consisting of original contemporary photographs
of Vladivostok, with numerous images of the local population. Due to its strategic
location, Soviet Russia later kept the port under the highest security, and any
photographs of it are uncommon.
$2000.

Wilkinson on the Burr Conspiracy
54. [Wilkinson, James]: MEMOIRS OF GENERAL WILKINSON. VOLUME
II [all published]. Washington: Printed for the Author, 1811. [6],[3]-18,[3]99,[1],136pp. Modern half morocco and
marbled boards, spine gilt. Two titlepages
and advertisement leaf supplied from another copy and washed. Contemporary gift
inscription and ownership signature on front
fly leaves. Evenly tanned. A very good copy.
Untrimmed.

Second American Book – and the First American Scientific Work –
Illustrated with a Photograph
53. Warren, John C.: REMARKS ON SOME FOSSIL IMPRESSIONS IN
THE SANDSTONE ROCKS OF CONNECTICUT RIVER. Boston: Ticknor and Fields, 1854. 54pp. plus folding photographic frontispiece. Two in-text
illustrations. Original blue cloth, stamped in blind and gilt. Minor edge wear,
rubbing, and soiling to boards, spine darkened. Internally clean. Very good plus.
A presentation copy of the second American book – and the first American scientific book – to be illustrated with a photograph, preceded by a few months by
the less interesting Homes of American Statesmen. Warren, president of the Boston
Society of Natural History, became very interested in the famous dinosaur tracks
found in sandstone at Rocky Hill, Connecticut. The book discusses the tracks,
and several are illustrated in the folding photographic frontispiece, a salt print
made by a photographer named George M. Silsbee. The image, although faint
(as are all copies) shows several fossil prints.
Warren has inscribed the front free endpaper: “Dr Davis with the regards of
The Author.”
THE TRUTHFUL LENS 181.
$1750.

Second issue of this very rare pre-issue of
Wilkinson’s Memoirs..., with the added titlepage, “Burr’s conspiracy exposed....” Only
this “Volume II” was ever issued in this format. According to the Advertisement for
the book, Wilkinson was compelled to print
this single volume of his Memoirs “to meet
the torrent of vilification” against him as a
result of his involvement in the Burr conspiracy. “This book was issued by Wilkinson
in his own vindication, and also as a reply to
Daniel Clark, who had endeavored to prove
that Wilkinson was corrupt, and had been
concerned with Burr” – Tompkins. This is
Wilkinson’s first public statement on the
Burr Conspiracy, and is an entirely different
book from what eventually appeared as the
second volume of his Memoirs in 1816. It
is also exceedingly rare.
The Streeter copy sold to Chicago dealer
Ralph Newman in 1968 for $100, for collector Harry Sonnenborn. At his sale in
1980 it was bought by John Jenkins for $150.
STREETER SALE 1700. TOMPKINS 107. SABIN 104028. HOWES W428.
$4500.

Letter from a Prominent Suffragist and Temperance Advocate
to a Noted Female Doctor and Author on Women’s Health
55. Willard, Frances: [AUTOGRAPH LETTER, SIGNED, FROM FRANCES
WILLARD TO DR. ALICE B. STOCKHAM, REGARDING STOCKHAM’S
NEW BOOK]. Evanston, Il. July 31, 1884. [2]pp. on a single sheet of Woman’s
National Christian Temperance Union stationery. Old fold lines. Minor wear.
Contemporary manuscript notation at top of sheet. Very good plus.

To Dr. Stockham, she writes:
“Dear friend, Do not think me unappreciative of your kindness, but I am always
so pre-occupied that I have time but to ‘dip’ into any book, no matter how excellent. I have thought yours of this class so far as I had opportunity & could
judge. My sister brought me one, loaned by you (when I was ill) of unique &
most interesting character. I doubt not she has read it more at length than I, as
I had to leave home when barely up again. This hasty line is to assure you of my
appreciation of your kindness in sending the book.”
$1500.

Frances Willard thanks Dr. Alice Stockham for sending along a copy of Stockham’s book on childbirth and women’s health. Though the title of the book is
not mentioned, it is almost certainly Stockham’s Tokology: A Book for Every Woman.
Originally published in 1883, it went through several editions. Alice B. Stockham
(1833-1912) was an obstetrician and gynecologist and one of the first American
women to earn a medical degree. Frances Willard (1839-1898) was prominent in
both the suffrage and temperance movements, and was influential in the passage
of the 18th and 19th amendments (prohibition and votes for women, respectively);
she also helped found the Woman’s National Christian Temperance Union in
1874. Willard’s platform of “Home Protection” as the premise behind suffrage
was designed to appeal to women everywhere. She held that if a woman had the
right to vote, she could better protect her home and family and improve society.

